The conventional Hill cipher provides less information security due to fixed N N  key matrix dimensions. In this paper, a new modified Hill cipher is introduced which provides enhanced security performance than the conventional hill cipher scheme. This enhanced security of the modified Hill cipher is dependent on the non-square N M  matrix approach. The N M  Hill cipher matrix defuses N plaintext information letters into M cipher text messages. Therefore, the varying M redundant cipher text bestowed more confusion than the conventional Hill cipher. Moreover, the modified technique provides always non-singular matrix while finding its inverse which makes free from the complication of singular matrixes in the conventional Hill cipher scheme.
Introduction
The Hill cipher invented by Lester S. Hill in 1929 [1, 2] . It is a poly-graphic substitution cipher which is based on linear algebraic technique [3] . In Hill cipher, the plain text consisted on l alphabets is composed of k blocks and each block having p elements. To compute the cipher text, the Hill cipher multiplies each block of plain text with the secret key of N N  square matrix. Therefore, the linear nature of secret key matrix, the Hill cipher is proved to be easily breakdown, i.e. the attacker can easily breakdown the secret key matrix by using one or more plaintexts messages and their consistent cipher texts [4] . In this regard, many modifications of the Hill cipher has been introduced in the literature [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] which make secure the Hill cipher from the cryptanalysis attack. Furthermore, some of these articles make the modification in Hill cipher by just combining it with the AES (advanced encryption standard) [12] which make the algorithm complex in sense of high computational complexity and as well as it provides an interlacing approach [13] . Moreover, the two most well-known versions of Hill cipher [9, 10] have already been used in many real life applications such as Biometric based authentication [16] , Image encryption in steganography [15] , software copy protection [17] and cloud storage [14] . However, such versions may be vulnerable to cryptanalysis attacks in real situations [18, 19] . Furthermore, in [20] , a detailed review on the existing modified versions of Hill cipher is introduced. In all of these techniques, the brute force over all possible secret key can easily apply which makes the algorithm insecure towards secret communication. In this paper, a modified version of Hill cipher is introduced. The modified Hill cipher uses the non-square matrix approach and makes the information more secure than the conventional methods that have been presented in the literature so far. The enhanced security of the modified Hill cipher is dependent on the non-square N M  matrix approach. The varying matrix size defuses N plaintext information letters into m cipher text messages which makes more confusion than the conventional Hill cipher technique. Moreover, the varying matrix size also provides a barrier towards brute force or known cipher text only attacks [21] . 
Modified Hill Cipher Algorithm
The modified version of Hill cipher algorithm is dependent on the non-square matrix approach. Thus an N M  non-square key matrix K can be written as 
Where kn,m shows the matrix entity and is subscripted by N M  that shows the index number. The columns M of the non-square matrix are dependent on the block having p elements of the plain text letters while the rows N may extend as much as it can. Furthmore, the inverse of the non-square matrix K can be written as where T K K provides the square N N  symmetric matrix which is always non-singular depending upon the condition that the elements of K are not the same.
The algorithm of modified Hill cipher is as follows:  Select an N M  non-square as a key matrix  Encryption:
Complexity Analysis
The complexity of the modified Hill cipher provides 4 NM multiplications and 2 NM additions which is greater than the conventional Hill cipher algorithm, e.g. for 2x2 matrix in conventional Hill cipher algorithm, the inverse of the key entails 4 multiplications and only 1 addition; however, in modified Hill cipher algorithm, it provides 4+4 NM multiplications and 1+2 NM additions for the manipulating of its inverse of key matrix.
Security Analysis
The modified Hill cipher algorithm provides enhanced security performance in sense of nonsquare matrix approach. In this technique, the size of the matrix may extend as much as it can which makes more confusion in the communication link. However, in conventional Hill cipher technique, the confusion is dependent on the fixed matrix size which is clearly envisioned in Table 1 . For the brute force of 2x32 matrix size, it is difficult to find the matrix by using cipher text only attack.
Conclusion
This paper presents a new modified Hill cipher technique which has been provided enhanced security performance than the conventional hill cipher. This enhanced security of the modified Hill cipher is dependent on the non-square N M  matrix approach. Therefore, the varying m redundant cipher text has been bestowed more confusion than the conventional Hill cipher as well as of frequency analysis. Moreover, the modified Hill cipher has been provided more 4 NM multiplications and 2 NM addition than the conventional Hill cipher algorithm. So, there must be a tradeoff between the enhanced security performance and the computational complexity of the algorithm.
